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FROM ‘THOUGH WE BLED
METICULOUSLY’
Josh Fomon
Intensely morning  this face in the broken
fire—the harsh portrait of words


































do. It was here
between the arts
I took my first
bride and buried






















to save my life.
Across the sky as the broad sword on fire.
To have a culpability. The dirty calm
striations. The sun hue struck
wisps in clouds. I had learned how to mouth my
name.
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Call this a way
out.
—-
Originally from Iowa City, Josh Fomon lives in Seattle where he edits the art
journal Depaser with Colin Post and Burke Jam. His book THOUGH WE BLED
METICULOUSLY is forthcoming from Black Ocean in spring 2016. His poems
appear or are forthcoming in alice blue review, Caketrain, Deluge, DREGINALD,
Handsome, jubilat, pallaksch. pallaksch., and others.
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